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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION

This chapter present the background of the study, the statement of the problem, objective of the study, significance of the study, scope and limititation of study, definition of key terms and organization of the study. 
Background of Study
There are so many languages in the word. Each county has its own national languages, which differs distinctively from one another. The varieties cause the difficulty in communicating among nation. Language is a very important means of communication in daily human life. As a social creature, people need to interact with others. They usually communicate using language. Moreover, they can know other people in all over the word through language. In addition, they can share their ideas, felling to other people. Now days, we recognize many languages in the world One of them is English.
English is one of foreign language that plays as important role in the world since it is the most common language in communication Globalization era, demands everybody to prepare competence in technology, science, education, and communication. As international language, English becoming more important all over the world especially in anticipating and facing global era. Where it will be many new things happened in the world. Therefore, more people try to master English both in spoken and written form. 
Indonesia government believes that English can important language for our educational system and became a compulsory subject to study in levels in education until now. Ricardo Schuth (2007) says that English is a role as a global language becomes one of the most important academic and professional tools. 
The English learning has to focus on the four language skills. They are reading, listening, speaking, and writing. While the language components consist of structure and vocabulary. As we know that those components could not be separated because they are related among one to another components. 
One of the most important language components is vocabulary. Vocabulary is the collection words that an individual know. Tricia Hedge states that learner will found new words in a variety of ways in the classroom through learning material, the teacher language of other learn. The learner can learn vocabulary in various pleace. One of them is in out of class (in Jack Ricard: 1986). states that by mastering vocabulary, the learner can master the four language skills like listening, speaking, reading, and writing (Harmer: 1990) likes the language is body, structure is bone that form skeleton. 
Whereas vocabulary the researcher meat that make the body have shaped. So, before the student study English farther they have to know vocabulary is self. Because some one can not achieve the target language when their vocabulary mastery are not sufficient. In other word, it can be concluded that the quality of one’s language skill depended on the quality and the quantity of vocabulary mastered, the more he mastered the vocabulary the better he used the language skill to overcome the learning English problem, a teacher plays an important role in education aspect where help the student achievement in learning process. Consequently, a teacher should have the right methods and techniques so the student can learn English quickly, effectively, and enjoyably. Especially at junior high school which requires to many characteristics. 
The first, the beginner find difficulty to memorize new words and they are also often crowded in the class. Second, The learner feel boring to something. Wendy states that the young children has a very short attention and concentration span. So they need variety of learning to prevent boredom. Third, The young children some times have difficulty in knowing what is fact and fiction. 
In addition, according to Paul (2005: 76) there are some internal and external factors in vocabulary mastery. The internal factor is that the young learners are not actively involved during the teaching and learning process. They are not highly motivated and are not respect to vocabulary material because they are bored of teacher method. Meanwhile, the external factors are some factors that do not support the development of students vocabulary ability. For example, the minimum opportunity to practice English inside classroom and the activity of learning English language in the school is not focused on vocabulary skill. Therefore, in English learning a teacher needs strategy, technique, method, approach, atc, to help student understanding. 
 Mansur (1996: 3) explain strategy as great way an action to achieve certain target. In other word, learning strategy is tactic a teacher to produce interaction between participant and the other component consistently. In the contrary, a teaching is done without strategy would not successful because ain of learning is not clear. Teaching learning process consist of several components, they are purpose, material, an activity, method, instrument in evaluation. To be successful, a teacher must know all of them. For the example in teaching vocabulary, a teacher uses traditional method so many student not hear the lesson. because of student fail mastery vocabulary probably is teaching is teaching strategy is less appropriate. So teacher needs strategy to help make optmal use of methods and resources in achieving particular goals. 
There are many techniques provided in teaching vocabulary. One of them is inquiry. Inquiry is an activity that could give enjoyment in teaching learning process between teacher and student. The student seek and find the material of study self, whereas the teacher as facilitator and guardience them in learning. It is also such a great way to encourage the wole students in the class to work together and discussion. The important thing in this strategy is process of study not the result. 
Inquiry is also an important part of multiple- intelegence work, cooperative and collaborative learning is inherently inquiry- based. Inquiry is also a key tool for learning in constructivism. Where this learning ensure incorporated early in our planning. A teacher guides the by giving question in the beginning which will help student learn the required material. For example: learning vocabulary in out class where we can study with reality. Teacher ask them to observe a tree based on the group. Every group collect the answer as many as possible about vocabulary. They write result of searching and make conclusion to be discussed together. This technique give us advantages: 
	 The first system is more student centered, whereas teacher as facilitator and guide. Inquiry learning, students are demanded more active in learning, they are maximally want to seek and find answers self, so put the student as a subject of study. While the teacher direct only that the student can develop their capability. 
	The second motivate student to think and work on their own iniciative, to be honest and satisfaction. Learn not only to remember some facts, but learning is a process of thinking that involves logic and emotional as well. Here the important is not memorized, bit student understanding it self. Characteristic of inquiry learning is think systematically, critically, and logically. 
	The tirth Give learning to become more exciting because the student have opportunity to explore their ideas. In the inquiry, the student is given freedom of thinking so that student can learn discover theselves, and can explore more results. 

The strongness of inquiry are this learning easier to remember, easy to solve problem through transferring, and knowledge and proficiency student can grow intrinsic motives for student satisfied with their own use. Purpose of inquiry is help the student improve intellectual and skill is need with give question and get the answer based on their inquiring.
At the first grade of junior high school, Sumbergempol Tulungagung the teacher teaches the student traditionally. The student only memorize the vocabulary through text book. Actually, they seem bored during the teacher explains more. In learning pocess, when the teacher asks the student, most of them have no respond with the question. The teacher center technique like this makes the student passive in learning vocabulary. 
From the experience, the majority of the student studying in Junior high school 2 Sumbergempol  Tulungagung. Still have problem in vocab they feel difficult to learn vocabulary because their teacher use conventional method. This technique developes modern learning psychology which think learning is a process of behavior change and such as experience. So I can interst in conduct study with the title improving vocabulary mastery by using inquiry technique. 
	 Statement of the Research Problem
Based on the background of the study, the writer formulates of the problem as follow: 

	How can the use of inquiry technique in teaching vocabulary imrove the students’ vocabulary at junior high school?


Objectives of the Study
This research is aimed at:
	To use of inquiry technique in teaching vocabulary imrove the students’ vocabulary at junior high school

Significance of Study
This study is expected to be useful for:
For teacher, this study can be as an input or and reference in teaching vocabulary. So, the teacher will know how choose and use suitable technique and methods in teaching English effectively. 
	For students, this study helps the students in getting target language acquisition well, improving their vocabulary mastery and encourage them in learning English.
	Future research, the research hopes the results of this study can be considered as guidance and this research will be valuable for developing another research. 

Definition of the Key Terms
To avoid misunderstanding among the readers, the definitions are provided as follows :

Improving is to rise to a more describe or more excellent quality or condition, make better.
	Mastery is the commitment to the ongoing evolution of skill and wisdom in an area of thought or activity through practice, contemplation, application and exploration. (In Houngton Mifflin: 2000)
	Vocabulary is list of word with their meaning esp at the back of a book a foreign language. (In Marten Master: 1996: 461).
	Inquiry is a technique where the student search the problems in grouping and discuss it together, preposition (Hamalik: 2001: 63).
Technique is any of a wide variety of exercises, activies, or tasks used in the language classroom for realizing objectives. (In Douglas Brown: 1996: 16). 

Organization of the Study
The organization of this study covers the following aspect:
	Chapter I: Introduction, it includes background of the study, statement of research problem, objectives of study, significant of the study, scope and limitation of the study, definition of the key term and organization of the study. 

Chapter II: Review of related. It consist of teaching of vocabulary, importance of learning vocabulary, characteristic of young learner, definition of inquiry, use inquiry technique in teaching vocabulary, advantages and disadvantages of inquiry technique. 
Chapter III: This chapter explains the research design, setting and subject of study, preliminary study, planning, implementing, observing, and reflecting.
Chapter IV: It is about the report of research finding, result of the study and discussion toward the results of the study. 
	Chapter V: Conclusion and suggestion based on the research findings. 


